
Senate, May 9, 1935.

The joint committee on the Judiciary, to whom was
referred the petition (with accompanying bill, House,
No. 983) of the Committee of the Boston Chamber of
Commerce on Judicial Procedure that the Supreme Ju-
dicial Court be granted full power to make rules relative
to pleading, practice and procedure in the courts, report,
in part, the accompanying bill (Senate, No. 503).

For the committee,

FRANK HURLEY.
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Thirty-Five.

An Act authorizing the Superior Court to make and
promulgate Rules relative to the Impanelling and
Pooling of Jurors.

1 Section three of chapter two hundred and thirteen
2 of the General Laws, as appearing in the Tercente-
-3 nary Edition, is hereby amended by inserting after
4 the word “requires” in the forty-first line the follow-
-5 ing new paragraph: Twelfth, The superior court
6 may also make and promulgate rules relative to the
7 impanelling and pooling of jurors, so as to read as
8 follows: Section 3. The courts shall, respectively,
9 make and promulgate uniform codes of rules, con-

-10 sistent with law, for regulating the practice and con-

-11 ducting the business of such courts in cases not ex-
-12 pressly provided for by law, for the following pur-
-13 poses:
14 First, Simplifying and shortening pleadings and
15 procedure.
16 Second, Prescribing the terms upon which amend-
-17 ments will be allowed or unnecessary counts and
18 statements stricken from the record; discouraging
19 negligence and deceit; preventing delay; securing

20 parties from being misled; placing the party not in

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Repre-
sentatives in General Court assembled, and by the
authority of the same, as follows:
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21 fault as nearly as possible in the condition in which
22 he would have been if no mistake had been made;
23 distinguishing between form and substance; and
24 substituting fixed and certain requirements for the
25 discretion of the court.
26 Third, Conducting trials.
27 Fourth, Presenting distinctly the questions to be
28 tried by the jury.
29 Fifth, Giving a party such notice of the evidence
30 which is intended to be offered by the adverse party
31 as will prevent surprise and enable him to prepare
32 for trial.
33 Sixth, Prescribing such forms of verdicts as will
34 place upon record the finding of the jury.
35 Seventh, The entry of judgment by the clerk under
36 a general order in all cases ripe for judgment.
37 Eighth, Expediting the decision of causes and se-
-38 curing the speedy trial thereof.
39 Ninth, Remedying abuses and imperfections in
40 practice and diminishing costs.
41 Tenth, Filing and hearing motions to set aside ver-
-42 diets and notifying adverse parties thereof.
43 Tenth A, Providing that an action at law or a suit
44 in equity shall not be open to objection on the ground
45 that a mere judgment, order or decree interpreting a
46 written instrument or written instruments is sought
47 thereby, and providing procedure under which the
48 court may make binding determinations of right in-
-49 terpreting the same, whether any consequential
50 judgment or relief is or could be claimed or not, pro-
-51 vided that nothing contained herein shall be con-
-52 strued to authorize the change, extension or altera-
-53 tion of the law regulating the method of obtaining
54 service on, or jurisdiction over, parties or to affect
55 their right to jury trial.
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56 Eleventh, The superior court may also make and
57 promulgate such rules for the regulation of the print-
-58 ing, publication and distribution of trial lists and
59 for notifying attorneys of trials in civil causes as the
60 public convenience in the several counties requires.
61 Twelfth, The superior court may also make and
62 promulgate rules relative to the impanelling and
63 pooling of jurors.
64 The rules of the superior court shall not conflict
65 with those of the supreme judicial court.


